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Key Takeaways
The Psychology Of Gifting Is real
Sending prospects a personalized gift helps you 
make an emotional connection and creates a 
feeling of reciprocity that makes it more likely they 
will be open to connecting with you.

Direct Mail Is Not A silver Bullet
direct mail is not a replacement for email or cold-
calling — it complements and amplifies all the 
other digital and human touchpoints throughout 
the buyer journey.

Be Cool, Not Creepy
your goal is to create an experience for the 
recipient that demonstrates you know who they 
are as a person and a professional. always err on 
the side of caution unless you are confident that a 
highly personal gift will be welcome.

Why read This report
Today’s attention economy is making it harder 
than ever for B2B marketers to connect with 
their prospects and customers. Many go-to 
engagement channels, such as email and cold 
calling, are becoming tired and ineffective. B2B 
marketers can use direct mail — old, analog, and 
novel again — to cut through the content clutter 
and spark more conversations with their digital-
first buyers.
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Connecting With Customers is Harder Than ever

B2B marketers have access to so many new and powerful tools — including sophisticated analytics 
and rich behavioral data — allowing you to determine which accounts should be your customers 
and focus your outreach on the accounts likely to be starting a buying journey.1 Having done the 
homework, your only goal is to start a conversation. unfortunately, too many years of “spray and pray” 
tactics — like undifferentiated emails and inappropriate cold calls — have caused most B2B buyers to 
“duck and cover” when vendors attempt to reach them:2

 › emails are easy to send and easy to ignore. recipients open fewer than one-fifth of all emails 
from B2B firms and click-through rates are in the low single digits (see figure 1).3

 › Too many calls fall in the forest and no one hears them. More than 25% of B2B sales reps report 
that one of their biggest challenges is that customers no longer take their calls (see figure 2).4 “i don’t 
answer calls from numbers i don’t recognize,” said eMC dell marketing executive Chris Blaik. “and i 
delete every email i get from people i don’t know.”

 › Opt-in requirements make it more difficult to reach net-new contacts and accounts. Partly 
in response to the deluge of digital outreach by both B2B and B2C companies, new privacy 
guidelines like gdPr have tipped the balance of power toward the customer.5

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=BIO10805
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=BIO11764
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=BIO10844
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fIGUre 1 Marketers face Serious Challenges reaching Buyers Through Traditional email Channels

Open rates for 
B2B emails

18%
Click-through rates 

for B2B emails

2%

fIGUre 2 Sellers report That a Significant number of Customer refuse To Take Their Calls

“What are the top three challenges your field sales reps face with regard to 
buyer/customer engagement?”
(Select up to three responses)

Buyers have multiple stakeholders involved
in decision process

Buyers/customers are taking longer to
make their decisions

Buyers/customers won’t take sales phone
calls from sales reps

Buyers/customers just want to talk about
pricing/product

Buyers/customers that view interactions with
sales reps as “low value”

Buyers/customers want to meet in person less

Base: 120 marketing and sales leaders
(multiple responses accepted)

Source: Forrester’s Q1 2017 International B2B Marketing Panel Online Survey

16%

21%

26%

28%

49%

78%
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direct Mail Can Spark and Sustain More Conversations

With cheap and easy digital engagement contributing to a customer attention deficit that makes it 
difficult to connect with even highly relevant content, B2B marketers need to find new channels and 
tactics to cut through the clutter.6 re-enter direct mail — sending physical items though the postal 
system to move prospects forward in a purchase journey. it’s a tactic that has been around for more 
than 70 years.7 and direct mail was a marketing staple until the rise of digital marketing. Today, fewer 
than 20% of B2B marketers use direct mail (see figure 3). But it is also enjoying a renaissance, 
precisely because its analog nature is now so novel. direct mail complements your digital marketing 
and helps B2B marketers compete more effectively in the attention economy, by:

 › Capturing the attention of digital-first buyers. “digital natives are not typically direct mail 
natives — it’s a new channel for them,” said daniel gaugler, CMo at direct mail solution provider 
PfL. “our data shows that businesses sent 66% more direct mail, personalized gifts, perishables, 
handwritten notes, and other physical items in 2018 than 2017,” added Kris rudeegraap, Ceo of 
Sendoso, a sending platform for businesses.

 › Creating an emotional connection. as your buyers act more like consumers, B2B marketers 
need to learn from their B2C counterparts and focus on creating an emotional connection with your 
customers.8 Prospects who receive a meaningful gift from you are likely to feel bound to reciprocate.9 
“The psychology of gifting is real, and the positive emotional energy it creates helps us connect with 
more prospects,” said Heidi vandermeer, account-based marketing manager at uberflip.

 › Meeting modern buyer expectations. in addition to eCommerce, the explosion of subscription-
box businesses — for everything from fashion to food to laundry detergent — have made package 
delivery a staple of modern life.10 “i call it the ‘amazon effect,’” said Sendoso’s rudeegraap. “We all 
expect to get packages now.”

 › Improving ABM outreach. account-based marketing is one of the key drivers of the renewed 
interested in direct mail, as it fits so well with a targeted, outbound engagement strategy.11 “We’ve 
had great success with direct mail across all the tiers of our target accounts,” said Heidi Bullock, 
CMo of engagio. “for our tier-one accounts we hyper-personalize our gifts — it is really a 1-to-1 
effort — and we have seen an 85% confirm rate on first meetings. for tiers two and three, you can’t 
personalize to the same degree when you’re targeting hundreds and thousands of accounts, but we 
always try to be clever and fun — and we’ve seen meeting confirm rates in the 20-30% range.”
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fIGUre 3 fewer Than 20% of B2B Marketers Take advantage of direct Mail Today

“How would you rate direct mail as a demand management tactic in the following 
phases of the customer life cycle?”

Source: Forrester Analytics Global Business Technographics® Marketing Survey, 2018

Awareness
15%

Consideration
16%

Retention and
enrichment

14%

Today’s Direct Mail Is Deliberate, Dimensional, And Digital

This is not your father’s direct mail: done on a batch basis, packed on site, managed with 
spreadsheets, and spanning months from concept to delivery. Most of today’s direct mail solutions 
are SaaS platforms that can launch a single, physical mailer at a moment’s notice to meet the unique 
needs of the recipient and the sender. This new class of web-enabled direct mail solutions also:

 › Integrates into existing solutions and workflows. Most direct mail solutions have integrations 
across the marketing and sales technology stack, including CrM, marketing automation and 
account-based marketing platforms, and sales enablement solutions. “for our reps to send a 
direct mail piece is as easy a pressing a button in the CrM,” said Marvin varee, senior demand 
generation manager at financialforce.

 › Creates digital breadcrumbs for measurement and attribution. Today’s web-enabled direct mail 
solutions can pass critical engagement and performance data to the solutions B2B marketers use 
to connect the dots across the buying cycle. “By tracking activity all the way through our pipeline 
to revenue, we can see that direct mail is having a positive impact on the way people respond to 
us,” said uberflip’s vandermeer.

 › Allows marketers to focus on the strategic. Because most direct mail solutions handle gift 
production and mailing, marketers can focus their energies on higher-order activities — such as 
building tightly segmented audiences and developing highly personalized messaging.
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 › enables recipients to choose their own adventures. Many direct mail solutions even enable 
the recipient to decide what gift they receive. ”We recently received a personalized gift box that 
contained a handwritten note with a code we redeemed in an online marketplace for the gift we 
preferred,” said Tracy eiler, CMo of insideview.

Direct Mail Adds Value Throughout The Customer Life Cycle

extending access to direct mail solutions beyond marketing to sales and customer success will help 
your company create more valuable touchpoints throughout the customer life cycle (see figure 4). 
“We have partnered closely with sales to enable them to take advantage of direct mail, developing 
packages that fits their needs and providing reps their own budgets,” said financialforce’s varee. 
“it’s been successful with customers and increased the trust and alignment among our teams.” B2B 
companies using direct mail across their organizations are able to:

 › secure more meetings. in addition to sending a small gift such as a coffee card prior to first 
meeting as a reminder, business development reps can also hold back the gift as an incentive to 
take the meeting (see figure 5). “We had one prospect who told our rep that he couldn’t meet until 
three months later,” said Sandra freeman, head of strategic marketing at engagio. “When the rep 
told him about our gift to be delivered after the call — he agreed to meet the next day at nine am.”

 › Drive increased event attendance. “We have found that sending uber gift cards helps make 
attending our live meetings as seamless and frictionless as possible for prospects,” said 
financialforce’s varee. “They appreciate the extra effort and more people show up as a result.”

 › revive dormant opportunities. “if a deal is progressing well, we tend not to deploy direct mail 
there, but instead focus on prospects that have gone cold, and the results have been positive,” 
said uberflip’s vandermeer.

 › shorten the sales cycle. “our customers find that following up with a gift after a demo is a great 
way to shorten the sales cycle and get the next meeting on the books more quickly,” said daniel 
rodriguez, head of revenue at strategic gifting provider alyce.

 › Celebrate important business and life events. Post-sale customer engagement reinforces long-
term relationships when you deliver valuable experiences that make customers want to support 
your company.12 Customer success managers are using direct mail to welcome new customers, 
recognize significant usage milestones, and express the company’s gratitude for customer 
longevity and loyalty.

 › Influence the influencers. it’s been more of a B2C tactic to date, but B2B marketers are 
increasing their engagement with the influencers who are having an impact on their buyers.13 While 
many of these interactions will naturally take place in social channels, B2B marketers can use 
direct mail to augment these efforts and create additional connections and conversations with this 
important audience.14
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fIGUre 4 direct Mail improves efficiency and effectiveness of use Cases Spanning entire Customer Life Cycle

ENGAGE

ASK

USE BUY

EXPLORE

DISCOVER

Marketing
• Live events

• First meetings

• In�uencer engagement

Customer success
• Customer welcome

• Business milestones

• Life events

Sales
• First meetings

• Cold opportunities

• Deal acceleration
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fIGUre 5 Proofpoint gifts an apple Watch To incent Top-Tier Prospects To attend a Meeting With The Company

Source: PFL

recommendations

Make direct Mail Part of your omnichannel Strategy

forrester recommends B2B marketers observe the following best practices to optimize your results 
with direct mail:

 › resist the urge to treat direct mail like a silver bullet. direct mail is not a magic, one-off tactic or 
even a replacement for any other engagement channel. direct mail complements and amplifies all the 
other digital and human touchpoints in the buyer journey. indiscriminate use of direct mail will just ruin 
the party for everyone else and drive response rates down to the same low levels email generates today.

 › Only act on quality data. unlike email bounces, direct mail returns have a real cost. it makes 
little sense to spend significant time and effort on messaging and packaging if half your gifts get 
returned because of poor targeting. “our experience has shown that marketers who use direct 
mail frequently also tend to spend more time on planning and analysis because of the costs of 
involved,” said PfL’s gaugler. Becoming a more thoughtful marketer is an undeniably good thing.
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 › Target by team, not title. you may have a successful track record of selling big-ticket deals to 
forTune 500 companies, but the chances of your direct mail piece reaching one of their CMos if 
you don’t already know her are slim to none. a better strategy is to suss out the likely buying team 
and ask key members to share what you send with other people. “We tend to reach out to C-level 
executives with direct mail only when we are already working with their teams on an opportunity,” 
said engagio’s Bullock.

 › Be cool, not creepy. your goal should be to create an experience for the recipient that 
demonstrates you know who they are as a person and a professional. Sending a gift that refers to 
a hobby is cool (see figure 6). Sending a gift that reveals deep knowledge of the recipient’s family 
life may be interpreted as creepy.15 “one of my colleagues received a gift for her four-year-old son 
that loved puzzles,” said insideview’s eiler. “That was one step too far.” it can be a fine line, but err 
on the side of caution unless you have high confidence — or first-hand knowledge — that a highly 
personal gift will be welcomed.

 › Always follow up. “The key to success with direct mail is follow up, follow up, follow up,” said 
engagio’s freeman. and make sure to connect this follow-up to the entire digital record of the 
buyer journey. otherwise you’re wasting the money you spent to get the prospect’s attention, 
which has a very short shelf-life. “When our Bdr’s follow up soon after a direct mail campaign, we 
have seen response rates triple or quadruple,” said uberflip’s vandermeer.

fIGUre 6 Sendoso engages With Prospects and Customers Through gifts referencing recipients’ interests

Source: Sendoso
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